Cheesy Engineering Pick-up Lines

6. “Am I dreaming? Or are you an angel sent from heaven?”
5. (To a girl out of breath) “Are you breathing heavy because you’re excited to hear my voice?”
4. “Do you have a quarter? My mom told me to call home when I met the woman of my dreams.”
3. “Hey baby, your body must be VISA, cause it’s everywhere I wanna be.”
2. “Want a night of hot jungle sex? No? Then how about a date with an engineer?”
1. “Will you go on a date with me if I get this question right?”

Order of Pi
6th Annual Cream-Pie a Friend for Charity Drive

Here’s how it works: the “accuser” donates a sum of $10.00 or more and names a friend of theirs that they wish to be pied along with a “charge” and a time and location for the “trial” to be held. The accused must be a good-natured person willing to play along. The monks (students) proceed in traditional robes to the appointed location to put the accused on trial. When charged, the accused has the option of pleading guilty and getting pied or pleading innocent (by beating the donation against them by at least $5.00 more) and then in turn accusing somebody else. However, keep in mind that the original accuser is not immune from being prosecuted by their own victim. Proceeds go to the Queen Alexandra Hospital and the Mustard Seed Food Bank.

In honour of National Engineering Week, there will be pie-ings, from March 6-10. If you would like to pie someone, for $10 or more, contact the order by calling 721-8822, or email pi@engr.uvic.ca

Public places are best, anywhere in Victoria, and it is always good to have an assembled audience if possible.

To volunteer: email pi@engr...
**DRUNKEST ENGINEER CONTEST**

1. **LILA KLEKTAU** aka “Foosbitch”: Reportedly seen out-drinking large biker-types, then going on to kick their asses arm-wrestling. I guess foos skills ARE good for something.

2. **DAVE FREY**: Accused projectile-vomiter known for carpetus wrecktus, now joined by friend, Arthur, go on a carpet-destroying spree in the lobbies of downtown hotels.

3. **ANDREW LOW**: Beating Chris-Cross for ‘Sluttiest Engineer’ has been heard to frequent the education and nursing faculties on a daily basis. His popularity soars as his name and number have been found in all (m/f) washrooms, with sketches of compromising poses.

4. **CHRIS CROSS**: Unable to live down the hoydenism of WECC, has tried to find sympathy in the arms of his new lover, ‘Seven Layer Suzy’.

---

**ESS Meeting Highlights**

We are attempting to put a lock on the copier so all you finks can’t take all the paper out.

Look for new STUFF!! Engineering coveralls and really nice clipboards will be on sale soon.

---

**PUBCRAWL**

Finally!! We have organized an event, tentatively planned for March 10th or 24th. It is guaranteed to be lots of fun and includes lots of beer, a brewery tour, and karaoke, so look forward to it!

---

**G-Dogg’s Corner**

Hi G-Dogg

I am a 4B Elec student and I am looking for a full time job after I graduate this semester. I was wondering, even though I have a 7.85 GPA and I have completed all of my work-terms with excellence, why can I not find a full-time job?

Yours Truly,

Elecie without a job

Dear Elecie without a job

I have 4 words for you. Elecies can’t get real jobs. Well i guess that is 5 words, anyways you should have gotten a real degree, like Women Studies or Medieval History.

---

Hey G-Dogg

Hi I am a first year Computer Engineer. I was wondering why do I have such a hard time picking up chicks? I have also enclosed my picture. Lonesome Dove.

Hey Lonesome

Well all that I can recommend from seeing your picture is, lose some fucking weight. Chicks don’t like guys that are fat and always about Quake. And by the way, you’re so fat that NASA orbits satellites around you.

---

Hi G-Dogg

I am a 3A Computer Engineering student and I can’t stop watching that movie Hackers, what should I do?

Hack-Attack

Dear Hack-Attack

Drop out of Computer Engineering and join Computer Science. You will see that there are many students in Computer Science that have similar tastes. Go on, you will fit right in.

Well that’s it for this week’s Edition of G-Dogg’s Corner. Keep sending those letters in.
International Cultural and Academic Meeting of Engineering Students

If you are an engineering undergraduate,
If you are working on an engineering project,
If you want to have fun and discuss your project
With your fellow students from all over the world!
And do all this with free food and accommodation in a foreign country...
then YOU should apply to ICAMES 2000.

ICAMES is a academic, scientific and cultural project competition held annually in May by the Engineering Society (ENSO) of Bogazici University in Turkey. Project proposals and application forms must be received by April 14, 2000.
For more information or application forms, go to:
www.icames.boun.edu.tr   or   www.enso.boun.edu.tr
or email:
icames@boun.edu.tr    or     enso@boun.edu.tr

Oops! Say ‘NO’ to Brain-Washing
While we would have you all believe that UVic wins everything, we made a tiny mistake concerning the WECC results last issue. Third in the Team Design competition was David Laferriere, Vincent Auger, David Egan, and Kane Miller. Oh, and we did NOT get third in Entrepreneurial Design. Muchos apoligios. Next time just win, dammit, so we don’t have these screw-ups. See:
www.engr.uvic.ca/~wecc2000

APPLICATION TO GO ON THE JERRY SPRINGER SHOW!

Last name: ____________________________  Number of children living in household:______
First name: (Check appropriate box)  Number of children living in shed:_______  How often do you bathe:
(_) Billy-Bob  Number that are yours:________  (_) Weekly
(_) Billy-Joe  Mother's Name: _______________________  (_) Monthly
(_) Billy-Ray  (If not sure, leave blank)  (_) Not Applicable
(_) Billy-Sue  Father's Name: _______________________  Color of eyes:
(_) Billy-Mae  (If not sure, leave blank)  Right_____ left_____
(_) Billy-Mae  Education: 1 2 3 4 (Circle highest grade completed)
(_) Billy-Jack  Total number of vehicles you own:___  Color of hair:
What does everyone call you?
(_) Booger  Number of vehicles that still crank:___  (_) Blond
(_) Bubba  Number of vehicles in front yard:___  (_) Black
(_) Junior  Number of vehicles in back yard:___  (_) Red
(_) Sissy  Number of vehicles on cement blocks:___  (_) Brown
(_) Other_________________  Firearms you own and where you keep them:
Age: ___ (if unsure, guess) ____ Not sure
   (_) truck
   (_) bedroom
   (_) bathroom
   (_) kitchen
   (_) shed
Shoe Size:
   ____ Left ___ Right

Occupation: (Check appropriate box)
(_) Farmer  Model and year of your pickup: 196_
(_) Mechanic  Do you have a gun rack?
(_) Hair Dresser  If no, please explain:
(_) Unemployed  Newspapers/magazines you subscribe to:
(_) Dirty Politician  (_) The National Enquirer
(_) Preacher  (_) The Globe
Spouse's Name:_______________________  (_) TV Guide
2nd Spouse's Name:____________________  (_) Soap Opera Digest
3rd Spouse's Name:____________________  (_) Rifle and Shotgun
Lover's Name:_______________________
Relationship with spouse: (Check all that apply)
(_) Sister  Number of times you've seen a UFO:______
(_) Brother  Number of times in the last 5 years you've seen
(_) Aunt  Elvis:______
(_) Uncle  Number of times you've seen Elvis in a UFO:______
(_) Cousin  How far is your home from a paved road?
(_) Mother  (_) 1 mile
(_) Father  (_) 2 miles
(_) Son  (_) Just a whoop-n-a-holler!
(_) Daughter  (_) road?
(_) Pet  Brand of chewing tobacco you prefer:
(_) Red-Man
**DVD on a CD - a pirate’s delight**

Well, almost. Imagine this: a full length DVD quality movie, in approximately 700 megabytes - only slightly larger than a CD! This could be the beginning of the end for DVD.

The new technology on the block is MPEG-4, version 2. MPEG-2 was used in DVD and DirecTV, but was an absolute beast with a movie easily taking over 5000 megabytes (that’s over 7 CD’s!). MPEG-4, version 1 seemed to be ruined (aka MickeyShit’s asf and the like). But version 2 is where it’s at!

Combine this, with the recently broken DVD encryption algorithm and all hell is about to break loose. That’s right kiddie pirates, people will be copying directly from DVD’s to CD’s with little or no loss in quality. COOL. umm.. i mean bad... yes very bad. <ahem>. The only way for the industry to fix this would be to recall all DVD players. I don’t think so!

So what’s going to happen? Well consider these facts:
- CD’s and players are much cheaper than DVD’s
- the internet is running rampant with the DVD decryption
- the internet will quickly make MPEG-4, the “MP3” of video
- other mass storage, rewriteable technologies are appearing

That considered, I’m not about to unload $500 smackers on a DVD player. *Are you?*

---

**Lego Machine Gun**

Had it with your kindergarten teacher? Here’s a weapon you can build in class! This thing has taken over 20 years to develop. Note to mom: “You think I have too much time on my hands???”

---

**Chips - nano style**

IBM has recently announced some super-crazy-small circuit, dubbed the “quantum mirage” effect. If predictions are correct, “this nanotechnology will ultimately pack the power of a supercomputer into a device so small that they could be woven into garments powered by body heat.” Very cool stuff!

---

**Un-Burn that pesky CO2**

A process has been developed that effectively reverses the chemistry of burning. It promises to reverse the process commonly known as combustion, turning CO2 into methanol. To make this possible, scientists have used an enzyme actually found in the liver to make this conversion possible, as shown below:

IBM's computer enhanced “quantum mirage” effect